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When Linda and Pat Parelli first established the 
Parelli Centers in 1996, their goal was to create 
a special place… a place to which Parelli students 
from all walks of life could escape and have only 
one thing on their mind: HORSES!  

And what better escape than to the glorious 
mountains of southern Colorado, or the enchanting 
estate in Florida that characterizes and dramatically 
differentiates each Parelli Center campus in the USA.

Every year the courses evolve to reflect the 
needs of our students and therefore a constantly 
evolving educational program. Parelli is the most 

positive and progressive horsemanship program on 
the planet. We are deeply committed to leading the 
industry in horse behavior and empowering horse 
lovers of every discipline and level. We are here to 
help you realize your dream with horses.

You will learn how to be independently strong, 
and to keep making progress by leaps and 
bounds when you return to your home.   

Being here is more than just accelerating your 
progress or overcoming stumbling blocks, it is a 
life-changing experience.

Want More Savvy?



Parelli students come 
here to taste its essence 
at the source. 

“Everywhere we go, people tell us their dream 
is to study at our Florida or Colorado home. 
It’s time to make that dream come true!”

Your Horse or Ours?

Ask if one of our dreams 
horses is available if you can’t 

travel with yours.
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The Colorado Campus
Courses run from May through September

Surrounded by stunning views of 
the Rocky Mountains and famous 
mineral Hot Springs where you can 
sink down and relax after a day 
of riding through mountain trails 
studded with Ponderosa Pine, Blue 
Spruce and Aspen trees. Many of 
the trees are so tall, they appear to 
reach the sky. The perfect place to 
be outside with your horse.

The entire property has been turned 
into a Horseman’s Adventure Park, 
with miles of trails, interesting topog-
raphy and stunning views which makes 
even a casual trail ride a lifetime memory. 
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Our Colorado Campus is situated in the 
historical Southwest corner of Colorado, 
in the heart of the old West.



Imagine the feeling you will have 
cantering or galloping your horse up mile-long 
meadows with a slight incline. Everything on 
campus is designed to help you become successful 
with your horse and fullfill your dreams. We have 
two indoor arenas, several outdoor arenas, two 
180-foot round corrals, one of which is in Pat’s 
Professional Playground, the other one is nestled 
in Meadow Bonita, and there are extensive 
confidence courses with dozen of obstacles, 
jumps and challenges.

Before you ride your horse through the Confidence 
Course, you will experience the exhilaration of 
seeing your horse gain confidence and coordination 
with obstacles on the ground.  Feel the thrill of 
having him do it with a calm, connected and 
responsive attitude with you in the saddle.

Every Wednesday night, we have a BBQ and campfire
featuring horsemanship exhibitions given by our top 
students and instructors and serenaded by well-known 
musicians. A highlight of the year is our pinnacle 
event every September, ‘The Savvy Summit.’

Pagosa Springs, famous for its world-class mineral 
Hot Springs, rivers and stunning views, is nestled 
in the center of the San Juan Mountains, known as 
one of the most stunning ranges of the Colorado 
Rocky Mountains. It is located 2 ½ hours from the 
world acclaimed Santa Fe, New Mexico and an hour 
from the Wild West town Durango. A short drive 
from there you can experience Mesa Verde Cliff 
Dwellings and the Adventure Town of Telluride. 
The area between Pagosa and Telluride is intimately 
known as “Little Switzerland.” If you enjoy aerial 
views, a beautiful hot air balloon ascends to the 
heavens every morning at 7am and the launching 
pad is right next door to Pat’s favorite 27-hole 
Golf Course. 

Most of the restaurants in town have named either 
a dish on their menu or a drink after Pat Parelli.

Come join us at our spiritual Home and create 
your Horsemanship memories of a lifetime!



Did you know that two weeks 
here at the epicenter of natural 
horsemanship is the equivalent 
of two years at home?

You can combine two, three or all 
four of these courses for an amazing 
experience that will catapult you to 
new heights of horsemanship.

Combine
Your Courses

to Stay Longer!

Recreational & Progressive Courses

“I always loved my horse, 
but now I feel like my horse 
really loves me. I didn’t 
know what I was missing.”



www.parelli.com

800-642-3335 or courses@parelli.com
For more information or to register:

Course 1:  FORMING THE PARTNERSHIP
(Getting Started)

Some people don’t want to take years to build 
proficient skills with horses. They want it now!  

When you can totally immerse yourself, day in, day out, 
for a whole week, the change in your confidence and 
knowhow is profound. The focus is on being Savvy and 
Safe so you can start having real fun with your horse, 
which is why you first got into horses isn’t it?

1-week course topics:
 • Level 1-2 ground skills
 • Level 2 riding skills
 • Horse behavior & psychology
 • Horsenality
 • Obstacles & Water Crossing
 • Level 1 graduation!

Course 2:  DEVELOPING HARMONY

From what horses tell me, most people are really boring!  

One of the most powerful things you can do is learn how to become a 
more interesting and progressive teacher and partner for your horse. 
Our goal is to help you learn how to train your own horse so you can solve 
your own problems and achieve your goals, no matter what they are.

1-week course topics:
 • Level 2-3 Ground Skills
 • Level 2+ Riding
 • Beginning Liberty
 • Problem solving (from needles to trailer loading 
  and everything in between!)
 • Canter confidence 
 • Obstacles 
 • Riding In – arena patterns and exercises
 • Riding Out – trails and meadows 
  (to balance your arena exercises!)
 • Rider balance, posture, seat and security 
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Course 3:  REFINING THE RELATIONSHIP

As your horsemanship skills progress, what now becomes important is your 
ability to train creatively. And your riding skills need to move to the next level 
of balance and effectiveness.

This course is the one that will help you cross the bridge between novice and 
advanced riding. It will make sure you and your horse don’t get stuck in the 
evergreen rut! 

1-week course topics:

Course 4:  ADVANCING FOUR SAVVY’S 

Imagine the relationship with your 
horse being stronger, deeper and more 
mutually rewarding. THIS is the goal.

As Pat’s wife, Linda, said 20 years ago…“I don’t want to 
do cool stuff with my horse if my horse doesn’t enjoy it as much as I do!”

Too many people get goal-oriented and forget to put the relationship 
first with their horse. They get technical and don’t use psychology.  
In this course you’ll learn how to avoid this trap, strengthen your bond, 
polish your skills and begin to discover exuberance!

2-week course topics:

Design Your Own Course!
Did you know, you can design your own course here at the Parelli Center? 
Your Study Circle or group of friends can have the experience of a lifetime with 
a course specially tailored to your needs and desires.

Recreational & Progressive Courses

 • Level 3+ Ground Skills
 • Level 2-3 Riding (FreeStyle)
 • Level 3 Liberty
 • Quality Transitions
 • Canter Leads and simple changes
 • Lateral movements

 • Group riding skills
 • Creative horsemanship
 • Beginning precision & Finesse
 • Refining your aids
 • Rider balance, posture and position

 • Level 4 Ground Skills
 • Level 3-4 Riding 
  (FreeStyle & Finesse)
 • Level 4 Liberty
 • Bridleless Riding
 • Rider refinement

 • Precision Patterns
 • Lateral movements
 • Collecting Exercises
 • Simple and Flying Changes
 • Imagineering



800-642-3335 or courses@parelli.com
For more information or to register:

Choose one or two weeks (or more) and decide how many of you wish to attend – 
as riders and auditors. It’s that simple! Some ideas:

Note:  International language courses are available in German, Spanish, Italian, French, Dutch, Swedish… and more!

• All Things Liberty! 
• Tall Stories & Trail Adventures
• Horsenality & Humanality

• More Fun & Trick Training
• Transformations in Confidence
• Make up your own! 
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Students like you come from all over the 
world - with a passion for self development, 
becoming the kind of human your horse 
loves to be around… and partnering in the 
dance of riding.

Special Focus Courses

Each of these courses has a specialized 
focus – from equine psychology to better 
riding to maximizing adventure rides 
together on the trail.

Our programs are designed to teach you 
the requisite skills, but they also develop 
the intangibles – focus, feel, timing, savvy 
– the things most horsemen think you 
must be born with and cannot be taught!

We’ve created an environment and 
program here that proves we can.

We set the scene for you to explore your 
mental, emotional and physical potential, 
to reach deeper understandings of 
yourself and your horse, and to learn the 
essence of communication and harmony 
with horses that will continue to unfold 
for years after you’ve returned home. 



www.parelli.com

800-642-3335 or courses@parelli.com
For more information or to register:

THE COMPLETE (NATURAL) RIDER MAKEOVER

There is something exhilarating and incredibly fulfilling 
about being beautifully balanced and in harmony with 
your horse.  

When Linda first rode with Pat Parelli in 1989, he gave her this sage advice: 
“I know you love dressage, but I want you to pretend you never saw a dressage 
rider before. First you have to be natural, part of your horse. From there you 
can shape it into anything you want but without losing that naturalness.”

If you interview the horse (maybe your horse), what kind of feedback do you 
think you’d get? OUCH!  

Here’s to looking at riding from the horse’s point of view and lerning how to 
take what feels very unnatural to us to finally making sense and feeling good 
to our horse.

Many riders never find that feeling because they are too focused on their tech-
nique rather than the overall goal of moving as one with their horse and then 
having their horse move as one with them – with smiles on both of your faces!

We call this course a “makeover” because the changes in you and 
your horse are astonishing.  Just ask your horse when you’re done!

Topics:
 • Banishing the brace (in both you and your horse!)
 • Fluidity, posture, position and balance
 • Powerful simulations
 • Confidence & Competence
 • FreeStyle flow
 • Finesse elegance
 • Inviting your horse into harmony
 • Exploring the different gaits
 • Secrets of smooth transitions
 • Polishing your style

Choose your course:
 • Elementary (Level 1-2 equivalent)
 • Advanced (Level 3-4 equivalent)
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FINESSE WITHOUT STRESS
Why is it that FreeStyle feels so good but, when you pick up the reins to ride 
with more finesse, you both struggle? That awful tension, stiffness, crookedness 
and trouble with the bit changes your smile to a frown...

If you only ride on loose reins, you are doing yourself and your horse a disfavor.  
Here’s why…

FreeStyle teaches you natural balance and control without 
using your reins, and Finesse teaches you about feel.

It also helps you become more skilled and polished in your technique, which is 
something other people notice.  Your horse loves that too – so long as it’s 
combined with feel.

As you learn to offer a better posture as a rider, your horse is encouraged to 
move in a more balanced and healthy way, improving self-carriage and muscling 
because you learn how to float into collection.

Because of Linda Parelli’s breakthrough concepts of the Finesse Training 
Sequence and The Precision Box focused on in this course, enjoy Finesse 
without stress!

Special Focus Courses

SECRETS OF HORSE PSYCHOLOGY

What is important to horses? Do you know…  
DEEPLY know?

The respect for how a horse thinks, and therefore a deep appreciation of 
horse behavior and psychology, is what sets Parelli apart from all others.  
How do you cause it to be the horse’s idea?  

How do you get that connection we all crave?  How do you 
become the leader and teacher your horse needs you to be?  
 
2-week course topics:
 • Exploring horse psychology
 • How horses think, what’s important to them
 • Applying psychology when training
 • Liberty – achieving the ultimate connection
 • Advanced training concepts (on the ground)
 • Problem-solving
 • Long lining
 • Leadership
 • Goals and Strategies



www.parelli.com

800-642-3335 or courses@parelli.com
For more information or to register:

1-week course topics:
 • Long lining
 • The Finesse Training Sequence 
 • The Precision Box
 • Polishing your balance, posture and position
 • Powerful simulations
 • Secrets of an effective seat
 • Horse posture and muscling

Prerequisites: Advanced Level 2+.

EXTREME TRAIL RIDE COURSE

Trail riding is the ultimate freedom from the pressures of 
life!  Out there in the wondrous nature, you and your horse 
sharing a beautiful experience with like-minded escapees!   

And there is a no more breathtaking place than Pagosa Springs. 
Our facility is nestled in the National Forest with expansive 
views to some of the highest peaks in the Colorado Rockies.

Escape to the Rockies and learn how to enrich 
your trail riding experience with a lot more savvy!

And… what great preparation this is for 
competitive trail riding competitions too!

1-week course topics:
 • How to prepare for overnight rides
 • Savvy means safety
 • Preparation is everything
 • Simulations and skill drills
 • Keys for calmness and confidence 
  (for both you and your horse)
 • All for one and one for all
 • Adventures on the trail
 • Savvy rest stops 
 • Lunch in the wilderness!

Prerequisites: Confident riding skills, 
Level 2+ equivalent.
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Intensive Courses

INTENSIVE COURSES

Explore your mental, emotional and physical potential.

Only a rare percentage of Parelli students achieve Level 4.  If this is you, it is 
clear you have high goals, perhaps to be a professional instructor and trainer. 
Or you may not have professional goals, and are a person who is driven to 
achieve excellence in everything you are passionate about in life, including your 
horsemanship. Hold tight.  You’re in for an amazing ride.  

The Intensive Courses are as much an attitudinal and philosophical approach as 
technical.  We explore the Four Savvys in great detail with a view to getting it 
right every step of the way.  So much more will start to make sense and come 
to fruition with a new level of excellence.  

You’ll sow seeds that continue to ripen for years and years to come.

This course accelerates the Level 3 student’s journey to Level 4.



www.parelli.com

800-642-3335 or courses@parelli.com
For more information or to register:

“Horsemanship is a series of excellent habits.
When you are surrounded by excellence 

every day, you begin to embody it yourself.”
– Pat Parelli

Topics:
 • Four Savvys at Level 4
 • Advanced Liberty
 • Finesse & Precision
 • Speeds within the gaits
 • Long Lines
 • Bridle-less riding
 • Refined simple and flying changes 
 • Lateral maneuvers
 • Imagination

• Lightness of response
• Developing ‘feel’
• Natural collection
• Challenge course
• Problem solving
• Advanced Trailer Loading
• Horse Psychology and Behavior
• Saddle Fit, Spur Savvy, Bridle Wisdom

Prerequisites: Level 3 skills (official or unofficial) and confident riding skills at walk, trot, canter.
 
Choose four weeks or ten weeks:
 • The Four-Week Focus
 • The Ultimate Ten-Week Evolution

Nothing Beats
Pure Focus!
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PAT PARELLI MASTERCLASS

When you ride with the master, get ready to catapult your 
savvy in every direction. No kidding!

Master Classes with Pat and Linda

1-week course topics:
 • Four Savvys
 • Wow with Cows
 • Group Liberty
 • Lead Changes
 • Responsiveness
 • Overall Savvy!

Pat will be your success coach and take you “beyond 
the basics” in each of the Four Savvys and beyond, 
stretching your ambitions and giving more purpose 
and meaning to your horsemanship journey than you 
ever thought possible.

Expect everything from cows to extreme trails to 
deep horseman’s philosophy to group liberty sessions 
that you’ll be talking about for years to come. Plus, be 
part of Parelli history!



www.parelli.com

800-642-3335 or courses@parelli.com
For more information or to register:



Master Classes with Pat and Linda
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What are you waiting for?
Come join us! 

We look forward to welcoming 
you to our home, and taking you 
places you never dreamed existed.

– Pat & Linda Parelli



www.parelli.com

800-642-3335 or courses@parelli.com
For more information or to register:

LINDA PARELLI MASTERCLASS
If you LOVE finesse, fluidity, liberty, 
leadership, psychology, behavior, horse-
nality, humanality, emotional fitness and 
personal growth, you will LOVE spending 
two weeks with Linda!

The subjects are compelling and the 
idea of being part of this may even feel 
a little daunting, but Linda makes the 
most challenging elements feel easy.  
She is the master of simulations to 
build your confidence and skills before 
you try it with your horse.  

The breakthroughs and transformations you’ll make go 
way beyond riding!

2-week course topics:
 • Horse behavior & psychology
 • Horsenality
 • Liberty
 • Finesse Training Sequence
 • The Precision Box
 • Fluidity
 • Problem solving & goal setting
 • Strategies for continuing progress
 • Emotional Fitness
 • Balance, seat, posture, position 
  and polish
 • Horse posture and muscling

“Being close to the 
source makes such a 
difference. You feel 
the energy. You GET 
the philosophy at a 
much deeper level.”



Live Your Dream.

For more information or to register:
800-642-3335 or courses@parelli.com
www.parelli.com


